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THE NEW BMW  SERIES COUPÉ.
ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
ENTER A WORLD OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

 All-weather ﬂoor mats, Sport
The Sport all-weather ﬂoor mats protect the driver’s and
front passenger’s footwells from dirt and wear. The raised
edges of both black mats are in red. Water ﬂows into the
grooves so shoes stay dry while underside fastenings
ensure secure attachment.
 " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels
Double-spoke  M
The " light alloy wheels Double-spoke  M are
forged, milled and polished and feature the four-colour
M logo.

 Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger
The Travel & Comfort system clothes hanger in
an attractive BMW design allows for the hanging
of clothes on the rear side of the backrest. Plug-in
connectors make it easy to attach to the base
support (required). The hanger can also be used
outside of the car (hotel function).
 Luggage compartment mat, Sport
With its red accents, the Sport luggage compartment
mat is perfectly suited to the Sport Line. Its raised edging
protects against dirt, moisture and wear. It is made of

washable material and features side pockets for small
objects. Because it is perfectly ﬁtted to the space, it does
not block the fastening points.
 Group  BMW Junior Seat with ISOFIX
Together with the ISOFIX base, the Group  BMW Junior
Seat in black/blue is suitable for children from approx.
 months to . years old (approx. –kg). Patented
air pads provide increased side impact protection for the
head. The seat shell can be positioned facing forwards
and backwards on the ISOFIX base. Other versions are
also available for older age groups.
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FORMED FOR THE
NON-CONFORMIST.
The new BMW  Series Coupé is the expression of unrestrained and spirited passion. This is
clear to see in the striking and powerful impression it makes on the road. You, too, can make your
own distinctive contribution here. Whether it is for the exterior and interior, for communication
and information or luggage and transport solutions – with Original BMW Accessories, you can
give the BMW  Series Coupé your own unique character.

 " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels
Double-spoke  M
The " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Doublespoke  M are Biolour matt black, forged and milled
and feature the four-colour M logo.
 Racing cycle holder, lockable
With the lockable racing bicycle holder for all BMW roof
base support systems, up to four bicycles can be
transported. It is made of quality materials and can be
mounted without tools. Bicycles are attached with a
clamping system. Additionally, the bicycle is attached
to the support frame at the front fork and other points.
For the transport of the front wheels, the front wheel
holder (pictured) is required which is available separately.
Suitable for bicycles with quick-release fasteners on the
front wheel.
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EQUIPPED WITH THE BEST IDEAS.
THE ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES RANGE AT A GLANCE.
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 BMW Click & Drive system
The BMW Click & Drive system is a holder for Apple
and Samsung smartphones, as well as for the BMW
Navigation System Portable. The system is attached
to the windscreen with a removable adhesive pad.
Special clasps (also available separately) allow the
BMW Click & Drive system to be perfectly ﬁtted for
different devices. The integrated USB port means the
device can be charged in the car. The Samsung holder
reacts to the NFC (Near Field Communication) chip in
the smartphone and automatically activates the BMW
Wireless app when the phone is placed in the holder.
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 Snap-in adapter
The snap-in adapter is a docking system that allows
mobile phones from manufacturers such as Apple,
Samsung, Nokia, Motorola and others to be securely
stored and quickly charged. For optimal network
reception, the mobile phone is connected to the car’s
external antenna via the snap-in adapter. Depending
on the vehicle and its equipment, Music, Media and
Connect snap-in adapters are available. With these
adapters, music stored on the mobile phone can
be played over the car speakers. They also enable
convenient operation via the iDrive Controller, the
multifunction buttons on the steering wheel or
the radio.

 USB adapter
The USB adapter connects an Apple iPod™ or iPhone™
with the vehicle so that stored music can be played. This
also charges the device. The system can be operated via
the iDrive Controller, multifunction buttons on the steering
wheel or the radio. The adapter has a full metal connector
and is particularly resilient.
Key case, M Sport (not pictured)
The BMW M Sport key case in black/blue M Sport
design combines high quality leather with innovative
metal detailing and perfectly suits the dynamic character
of the vehicle. The key ﬁrmly attaches to the case, is
protected from scratches and can be easily unscrewed.

Exterior
Car Cover Design View
Complete winter wheels
Light alloy wheels
Snow chains
M Performance
Accent stripes, black/silver; black/red
Black Line rear lights
Blades for side skirts
Chassis
Exhaust pipe ﬁnishers, carbon or chrome
Exhaust system
Floor mats
Front grille, black
Gear knob in carbon with Alcantara gaiter
Gear lever trim in carbon
Handbrake grip in carbon with Alcantara gaiter
Interior trim, carbon with Alcantara
Key case in leather/carbon

Locking differential
Pedal covers/footrests, stainless steel
Power Kit
Rear diffusor
Rear diffusor, carbon
Steering wheels
Wing mirror caps, carbon
" brake system, Red, Yellow or Orange
" Double-spoke  M forged,
Bicolor Orbit Grey, burnished
" Double-spoke  M forged, polished
" Double-spoke  M forged,
Bicolor matt Black, milled
Interior
All-weather ﬂoormats
Baby seat
Backrest bag
Child seats
Glasses and CD/DVD case

Handbrake grip
Key case
Protective rear cover
Storage bag, rear
Sunblinds
Textile ﬂoormats
Travel & Comfort system
Communication & Information
ALPINE HiFi system
BMW Click & Drive system
Navigation Portable
Snap-in adapter
Station for Apple iPhone
Tablet DVD system
USB Adapter
Transport & luggage compartment
Base support
Bicycle/e-bike holder for trailer tow hitch
Loading sill protection

Loading sill protection mat
Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
Luggage compartment net
Racing bike holder
Ski and snowboard bag
Trailer tow hitch
Cleaning & Care
Glass cleaner
Interior care
Natural Care Products
Paint and wheel care
Special applications

 Find inspiration at www.bmw.com where
you can check out more pictures and
detailed information about the full range
of Original BMW Accessories.

THE RIGHT ACCESSORIES.
THE RIGHT SERVICE.
The excellence of BMW cars is matched only by the quality of BMW Service. When you visit your BMW
Service Centre, you can expect expert professional advice from highly trained staff using the very latest in
diagnostic technology. And the global BMW Service network means help is always at hand, wherever you
are in the world – for the unlimited joy of driving.
For more information on what is available from BMW Service, please contact your BMW Service Centre, or
visit www.bmw.com/service
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Sheer
Driving Pleasure

PURE POWER,
PERFECTLY DEFINED.
BMW M Performance Parts are the result of many years of BMW motor
racing know-how and have been closely developed with BMW M
GmbH. Each component goes through an intense development and
manufacturing process, so uncompromising sportiness is consistently
realised every time.
This is sportiness, of course, that you can also experience. The black
front grille and ultra-lightweight carbon wing mirror caps, for example,
emphasise the aggressively dynamic look of your BMW  Series Coupé.
The -inch light alloy wheels give even more self-assured, solidly
planted poise and an individual look. Whether it’s for aerodynamics, the
chassis, the drivetrain or the cockpit, you can look forward to something
incomparable – authentic motor sport genes in your BMW  Series Coupé.

 For detailed information about the entire BMW
M Performance Parts range, visit the BMW website.

Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.
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